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Abstract. Five physicalmodelsof the ionospherewerecomparedwith eachotherandwith data
obtainedat theMillstoneHill Observatory.Two of themodelswereself-consistent
ionospherethermosphere
models,whilefor theotherionospheric
modelsthethermospheric
parameters
were
providedby empiricalinputs. The comparisons
wererestrictedto midlatitudesandlow
geomagneticactivity,but four geophysicalcaseswere consideredthatcoveredboththe summerand
winter solsticesat solarmaximumandminimum. The originalmotivationof the studywasto
determinewhy severalphysicalmodelsconsistently
underestimated
theF regionpeakelectron
density,by up to a factorof 2, in the midlatitude,daytimeionosphereat solarmaximum. This
problemwas resolved,but the resolutiondid not identify a lack of physicsin any of the models.
Instead,variouschemicalreactionrates,photoionizationprocesses,
anddiffusioncoefficientshad to
be adjusted,with the main one beingthe adoptionof the Burnsidefactorof 1.7 for the diffusion
coefficients.The subsequent
comparisons
of the modelsanddatawere for "standard"simulations
in which uncertaininputsor processes
were not adjustedto get betteragreementwith the data. For
thesecomparisons,
the five modelsdisplayeddiurnalvariationsthat,in general,agreedwith the
measurements.
However,eachoneof the five modelsexhibiteda cleardeficiencyin at leastoneof
the four geophysicalcasesthat was not commonto the othermodels. Therefore,contraryto
expectations,
the coupledionosphere-thermosphere
modelswerenotfoundto be superiorto the

uncoupled
ionospheric
models
forthecases
considered.
Thespread
in NmF2 calculated
bythefive
modelswas typicallylessthana factorof 2 duringthe day but wasas large as a factorof 10 at
certainlocal timesduringthe night. The latterproblemwas tracedto insufficientnocturnal
maintenanceprocesses
in two of the uncoupledionosphericmodels. The generalfindingsof this
studyhaveimportantimplicationsfor the NationalSpaceWeatherProgram.

1. Introduction
.

The physicsof the terrestrialionosphereis reasonablywell
understoodand is describedby a set of first principles
equations[Schunk,1988]. Efforts to simulatethe ionosphere
by solvingthe first principlesequationshave met with a high
degreeof success,as shown by comparisonsof the model

predictions with observations. The shortcomings in the
model/datacomparisonsare frequentlyattributedto inadequate
constraints on the model inputs; hence it is difficult to
establish the capabilities of an individual model by such
comparisons.This studyis based upon an intercomparison of
five physical models that include the ionosphere. We use an
alternative method to test the predictive capabilities of the
models by carrying out an in-depth intercomparison of the
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modelsin themselvesdo not predictthe geomagneticimpact
on theseterrestrial systems, they do provide a measureof our
understandingof storm effects. Accordingly, efforts to
validate ionospheric models have been initiated both
nationallyand internationally. The internationalcomponent
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of this effort is the URSI commission working group on
validation of ionospheric models (VIM) and the national
component is the National Science Foundation coupling
energeticsand dynamicsof atmosphericregions(NSF CEDAR)
working group on problemsrelated to ionospheric models and
observations(PRIMO). The objectivesof thesetwo groupsare
complementary: PRIMO emphasizes the investigation of
first-principal physical models, while VIM is interestedin the
validation of all ionospheric models, including empirical,
semiempirical,hybrid, and physical models.
An initial objective of this study was to try to understand
why there seemedto be a factor of 2 discrepancy between
calculatedand observedF region peak densities during the day
at

midlatitudes

for

solar

maximum

conditions.

Electron

OF IONOSPHERE

Digisonde and incoherent scatter radar (ISR) databasesat the
Millstone Hill location (42.6 ø N, 288.5 ø E). The data selected
for model validation cover the winter and summer solstices for

solar cycle minimum and solar cycle maximum.
limitations

The

of the observations are also discussed.

The intercomparisons of the models with each other and
with the observations are presentedin section 3. Section 4

discusses
the degreeof agreementand attemptsto identify the
limits of the physicalmodelsin the contextof this study. The
final section outlines possible extensions of the work for
other

2.

locations

Models

and conditions.

and Observations

density profiles derivedfrom Digisonde ionograms [Reinisch
The five models used in this study were developed for
and Huang, 1983] in the American and European sectors different purposesover more than a decade. Each model has an
showedsystematicdifferencesfrom profiles calculatedby data- extensive history of model development and validation that
driven or physicalmodels [Reinischet al., 1994]. It appeared has appearedin the literature. In the following five sections
thatthe modelresultsconsistently
underestimated
Nma
x values each model is briefly describedfrom the perspectiveof this
for high levelsof solaractivity (F10.7cm flux indexvalues
study. To help the readerin contrastingthe different attributes
12
greater than 200), producingnoontimevalues of -- 1 x 10 el
of these models, Table 1 summarizesthe key featuresof each
m-3 instead
of theobserved
2 x 1012el m-3 Sincethemodels model. This summabyof featuresemphasizesthe differencesin
were incorporating climatological neutral parameters the models that are potentially relevant to this study.
(densities,temperaturesand winds), and establishedsolar EUV
production rates, charge exchange loss rates and ambipolar
diffusion rates, it was unclear where the factor of two
discrepancy originated from.

A study was initiated in 1991 to addressthis issue. Five
ionosphericmodels were involved in the effort. Three of the
models

calculated

ion

and electron

densities

without

self-

consistentcoupling to the neutral atmosphere,while two were
fully coupled ionosphere-thermospheremodels. The database
of observationsused in the study was to be from the extensive
network of digital sounders[Reinisch, 1995] establishedby
the U.S. Air Force and the University of MassachusettsLowell. These data were later augmentedwith Millstone Hill
incoherent scatter radar measurementsto cover low solar cycle
conditions, for which no digital sounder data were yet
available.

This paper presents the first intercomparison of the five
physical ionospheric models. The models are the coupled
thermosphere-ionospheremodel (CTIM), the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)thermosphere-ionosphere
general circulationmodel (TIGCM), the Utah State University
time-dependentionospheric model (TDIM), the University of
Alabama at Huntsville field line interhemispheric plasma
model (FLIP), and the Phillips Laboratory global theoretical
ionospheric model (GTIM). It is important to bear in mind
that the five models have different heritages, reflecting their
developmentfor different purposes. Since the modelsare not

equivalent,it is not useful,or possible,to rank themby their

2.1.

NCAR

TIGCM

The NCAR TIGCM represents an intermediate step in the
development of a global thermospheric/ionosphericgeneral
circulationmodel by Roble and Dickinson and colleagues. The
model was initially formulated in order to investigate the
neutral composition and dynamicsof the upper thermosphere
[Dickinson et al., 1981, 1984; Roble et al., 1982]. The
incorporation of ionized species in the model was a more
recent development[Roble et al., 1988].
The model self-consistently solves the coupled nonlinear
equations for momentum, energy, continuity, hydrostatics,
and the equation of state for the neutrals and the ions.

Densities
ofN2,02,O,N(4S),
N(2D),
NO,N2+, 02+, O+, NO+

andN+ arecalculated,
as arethe ion, electron,andneutral
temperaturesand the neutral winds. The latitude-longitudegrid
is 5ø x 5ø, with 24 levels in the vertical direction from 97 to
about 500 km. Upward propagating tidal components are
incorporated as perturbations to the lower boundary, as
describedby Fesen et al. [1991], and contributions from the
semidiurnal modes (2,2) through (2,6) and the diurnal (1,1)
mode are included[e.g., Forbeset al., 1993]. The semidiurnal
tidal amplitudes and phases are provided by the lower
atmosphere model of Forbes amt Vial [1989].
In the
simulations reportedhere, the diurnal (1,1) modeis specified

byanamplitude
of4.0x 104geopotential
centimeters
anda

phaseof 4.0 hoursat the model lower boundarynear 97 km.
capabilitiesin reproducinga selectedsubsetof observations.
The lower boundary conditions of the model for the neutral
Section 2 presents details of the models and the chemical constituentsdependon the species,and can be either
observations
usedfor verification. The extendeddescriptions photochemicalequilibriumor a specifiedmass mixing ratio or
of each model include identification of key caveats;these mass flux. The ionized species are assumed to be in
shouldbe bornein mind in the later comparisons
of the models photochemicalequilibriumat the lower boundary. The neutral
with eachotherandwith the observations.For simplicitywe mean temperatures and winds at the lower boundary are
have carefully chosen the geophysical conditions and prescribedby an annual tide consistent with the Cospar
geographic location of the observations to minimize
InternationalReference Atmosphereclimatology; semidiurnal
ambiguityand complications.Accordingly,the observational and diurnal tidal variations are imposed as describedabove.
dataset selectedcorrespondsto quietgeomagneticconditions The ion temperatureis assumedto be equal to the neutral
at middle latitudes. Observations are taken from the extensive
temperature. The upper boundary conditions are diffusive
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equilibrium for the neutral and ionized constituents and zero

verticalgradients
for thetemperatures.
TheO+-Ocollision
frequencyis multiplied by the Burnside factor of 1.7 [Salah,
1993].

The ion drifts in the model are obtained from the empirical
model of Richmond e! al. [1980] for low and middle latitudes

andfrom the empirical model of Heelis e! al. [1982] for high
latitudes. The Richmond e! al. [1980] model representssolar
cycle minimum conditions; the drifts during solar cycle
maximum are known to be substantially different, at least at
low latitudes [e.g., Fejer, 1991].
The high-latitude processes included in the model are
magnetosphericconvection and particle precipitation, which
result in momentum forcing and Joule heating. The auroral
parameterizationsusedin the TIGCM are describedby Roble
and Ridley [1987]. The empirical convection model of Heelis
e! al. [1982] is used for calculations of ion drag and Joule
heating, which are updated at each time step. The model
representation of particle precipitation is based on satellite
data for various levels of auroral activity.
Geomagnetic
disturbancesproduceincreasesin the auroral zone half width,
mean particle energy, and particle flux, which are adjustable
model parameters that vary with magnetic local time. The
geographic and geomagnetic poles are offset in the model.
The displacement of the auroral oval toward the nightside in
geomagnetic coordinates results in its location at higher
geographiclatitudes on the dayside.
In terms of this study, the following facts are of particular
interest. First, the model uses an Eulerian (fixed grid)
approach. The upper boundaryis determinedby the radiation
condition and may vary from approximately 300 to 600 km,
dependingon solar activity. Near solar maximum, the peak of
the F layer may'lie very near the top boundaryof the model. In
extreme cases,it may even fall outside the model grid. Also,
interhemispheric plasma fluxes and, consequently, conjugate
effects are not included.

As noted earlier, the ion drifts are

imposed in the present model version, and currently they
represent solar minimum conditions. As a consequence,the
postsunsetreversal of the E x B drift in the model is very
small. Finally, it is emphasizedthat this model couples the
neutral and ionized atmospheres, including the winds and the
ion and neutral densities. There is no opportunity, for
example, to adjustthe neutral winds to reproducethe observed

F layer heights, as can be done with some of the purely
ionospheric codes.
The TIGCM simulations presentedhere are for June 21 and

December
21. Thesolaractivityis represented
by theF10.7cm
index, which is taken to be 75 (195) for solar cycle minimum
(maximum). All simulations are for quiet geomagnetic
conditions: the cross-polar-cappotential is 30 kV and the
total hemisphericpower is 3 GW. This corresponds
roughly to

a Kplevelof 1. Foreachsimulation
the modelis runto
diurnally reproduciblesolutions;that is, the value of a modeled
field at a given grid point and at a given universaltime falls
within a few percentof the value calculatedon the previous
day. Thus the resultsdiscussedhere represent "steady state"
conditions.

2.2.

Utah

State

University

TDIM

The TDIM modelwasdevelopedover a two-decadeperiod b y
Robert

Schunk and coworkers.

This

model

simulates

a wide

range of physical processesin the E and F regions of the
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ionosphereand uses state-of-the-artinput models to represent
the neutral atmosphere, magnetosphere,and solar EUV. The
physical model is basedon the transport formulation, and in
its presentform solves the set of continuity, momentum, and
energy equations.
Coupled continuity and momentum

OF IONOSPHERE

procedure.The TDIM depends
on empiricalrepresentations
for
the neutral atmosphere,MSIS-86 [Hedin, 1987], and the
neutral wind, HWM90 [Hedin et al., 1991].

In addition, the

$chunk
andNagy[1978]O-O+ collision
frequency
is scaled
by
the Burnsidefactor of 1.7 [$alah, 1993]. The magnetospheric

equations
aresolved
forO+,NO+,and09_
+ asmajorions,and inputs(convectionelectricfield andauroralprecipitation)are
both
thensolutions
areobtained
forN2+,N-r,andHe+,assuming

they are minor ions; charge neutrality is assumed. Ion and
electron energy equations are solved at each time step to

obtainthe O+ and electrontemperatures.
The coupled
equationsare solved as a function of altitude on a fixed grid,
and a Lagrangian procedureis used to follow convecting
plasmaflux tubes. This facilitatesthe runningof both globalscale and high-resolution, local-scale, simulations with the
same formulation.
An extensive effort has gone into
midlatitude and high-latitude research, including auroral and
polar cap magnetosphericdependencies.This work has also
involved studying ionosphericweatherfeatures,suchas polar
cap patches, dayside troughs, Sun-alignedarcs, polar holes,
etc.

The ionospheric model was initially

developed as a

assumed to be zero at the Millstone

Hill latitude, where

corotationdominatesunder quiet geomagneticconditions.
2.3. University
2.3.1.

FLIP

of Alabama
model.

at Huntsville

FLIP

The FLIP model, which has been

developedover a period of more than 10 years, has been
describedpreviously by Richardsand Torr [1988] and, more
recently,by Torr et al. [1990] andby Richardset al. [ 1994a,
b]. The main component of this one-dimensional model
calculatesthe plasma densities and temperaturesalong entire
magnetic flux tubes from 80 km in the northern hemisphere
through the plasmasphere to 80 km in the southern
hemisphere.The model usesa tilted dipole approximationto
the Earth's magnetic field. The equations solved are the

andmomentum
equations
forO+, H+, andHe+, as
midlatitude,
multi-ion
(NO
+, 02+, N2+, andO+) model
by continuity
Schunkand Walker [1973]. The time-dependention continuity
and momentumequationswere solved as a function of altitude
for a corotating plasma flux tube including diurnal variations
and important E and F region processes. This model was
extendedto include high-latitude effects due to convection
electric fields and particle precipitation by $chunk et al.
[1975, 1976]. At that time, a simplified ion energy equation
was also added, which was based on the assumption that local

formulatedfor the topside ionosphere by St.-Maurice and

Schunk
[1977].TheHe+ chemical
andphysical
processes
have
beendiscussed
by Newberry et al. [1989]. Collisions between
ions and neutrals

have been included in order to extend

the

equationsinto the E and F regions.
The FLIP model also solves the continuity and momentum

equations
tbr the first six vibrationallevelsof N2 in orderto

take
intoaccount
thestrong
dependence
oftheO++N2 -->NO+
+N reactionrateon vibrationalexcitationof N2 [Richardset

heatingand coolingprocesses
dominate(valid below 500 km).
Flux tubesof plasmawere followed as they moved in response

al., 1986; Richards and Torr, 1986]. However, for this study

to convection

involving the intercomparison of models, vibrationally

electric

fields.

A further extension

of the model

to include the minor ions N+ and He+, an updated excitedN2 wasnotincluded.
photochemicalscheme,and the massspectrometer/incoherent
The electron and ion temperaturesare obtained by solving
scatter (MSIS) atmospheric model was undertakenby $chunk
the energy equations [Schunk and Nagy, 1978]. Electron
and Raitt [1980].
heatingdue to photoelectronsis provided by a solution of the
The addition of plasma convection and particle
two-streamphotoelectron flux equationsusing the method of
precipitation modelswasundertakenby Sojka et al. [ 1981a,
Nagy and Banks [1970]. The solutions have been extendedto
encompassthe entire field line on the samespatial grid as the
b], so that three-dimensionalplasma distributions could be
obtained. Schunk and Sojka [ 1982] expanded the model to
ion continuity and momentum equations.
include ion thermal conduction
and diffusion thermal heat
2.3.2.
Model parameters.
In order to simulate the
flow, with the result that the ion temperatureis now rigorously ionosphere, the FLIP model requiresthree key inputs: the
calculated

at all altitudes

between

120 and 1000

km.

The

adoptedion energyequationand conductivitiesare thosegiven
by Conradand $chunk [1979]. The electron energy equation
was includedby Schunk et al. [1986], and consequently,the
electron temperature is now rigorously calculated at all
altitudes. The electron energy equation and the heating and
cooling rates were taken from Schunk and Nagy [1978], and

neutralatmosphere,
eitherhmF
2 or the meridionalcomponent
of the neutral wind, and the solar EUV flux.

The neutral

densities and temperatures are taken from the mass
spectrometerand incoherent scatter (MSIS-86) model [Hedin,
1987]. For winds, the FLIP model can input either modeled or
measuredwinds. However, for purposesof this paper, FLIP

employs winds from the HWM90 model [Hedin et al., 1991].

the conductivities were taken from $chunk and Walker [1970].

A betterfit to the measured
hmF
2 couldhavebeenobtainedby

The incorporation of the Sterling et al. [1969] equatorial
ionospheric model and the various improvements to this
model were undertakenby Sojka and Schunk[1985].

using the algorithm of Richards [1991]. When using neutral

A detailed review of the TDIM theoretical development is
given by Schunk [1988], while a review of observation model
comparisons is given by Sojka [1989].
Sojka [1989]
discusses the comparison of the TDIM with selected
observations,

and in most cases, favorable

results were

obtained. Often, however, this could be attributed to sparse
observationaldata sets, which were inadequateto constrainthe
TDIM simulations. The PRIMO studies are attempting to
constrain the TDIM and the other models through a uniform

winds
fromtheHWM90model,
theO+ - O collision
frequency
of Schunkand Nagy [1978] is scaledby the Burnsidefactor of
1.7, which has been adoptedby the CEDAR community[Salah,
1993].

The EUV flux model has been describedby Richards et al.
[1994c].

It is based on the standard F74113 fluxes in the 37

wavelength intervals proposedby Torr et al. [1979], except
that we have doubled the fluxes in the wavelength range below

250/•. Thismodification
is necessary
sothattheshapeof the
calculatedphotoelectron flux spectrumagreeswith the shape
of the measuredphotoelectron flux spectrum. Richardsand
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boundaryreally becomesthe other endof the field line at 100
.,,, ..... ,•,y, by going throughthi...... a.... for m,,,y fiold

Torr [1988] have shown that the model photoelectron fluxes
Wltll
are in good agreement ......
the measured•11UA.
......cb of Lee et al.
[1980]. The F74113 flux spectrum has been chosen as our
solar minimum standard because it was employed very
successfully in the aeronomical calculations from the
AtmosphereExplorer (AE) program. The solar activity scaling

lines, globalO+ densities
can be produced.A detailed
description of the derivation and numericalsolution of the
appropriateequationscan be foundin the worksby Anderson
[1973] and Moffett [1979].

of theF74113reference
fluxesis achieved
usingbothF•0.?and
the81 day averageF•0.?asproxies.The solarcyclevariation

2.5.

CTIM

of theintegrated
solarEUVfluxin the$0-$75,zl,wavelength
range is in very good agreementwith rocket measurementsand
the fluxes from the model of Tobiska [1991].
The
photoionizationrates from our EUV flux model are about 10%
higher than thosecalculatedfrom the Hinteregger et al. [ 1981]
model.

An important consideration is the coupling flux of ions
from the plasmasphere, which helps maintain the nighttime
ionosphere. The particle and energy coupling between the
ionosphere, plasmasphere, and conjugate ionosphere are
handled self-consistentlyin the FLIP model. However, there is
still some uncertainty for altitudes with L > 2 due to the
possibility that flux tubes may be in the processof refilling
after being emptied by magnetic storms. For the calculations
in this study, the flux tubes are assumedto be almost full, as
they would be after several days free of storm activity. Thus
the nighttime downwardflux of ionization is close to the
maximum possible.
2.4.

Phillips

Laboratory

GTIM

A global, time-dependent, first-principles F region
ionospheric model, GTIM, has been developed at the
GeophysicsDirectorate of Phillips Laboratory. GTIM is an F

region
modelthatcalculates
O+ iondensities
asa function
of
altitude, latitude and local time. GTIM began as a low-latitude
model [Anderson, 1971, 1973], evolved into a midlatitude
model by assumingthat the F region plasma corotareswith the
Earth, and finally becameglobal by adding the high-latitude
processesof E x B convectiondrifts and energeticelectron and

The CTIM has evolved from an integration of a neutral
thermospheric code and a high-latitude and midlatitude
ionosphere model. The neutral thermosphericmodel was
originally developedby Fuller-Rowell and Rees [1980] at
University College London (UCL); the ionospheric model
originatedfrom SheffieldUniversity[Queganet al., 1982].
The original UCL version simulated the time-dependent
structureof the vector wind, temperatureand density of the
neutral thermosphereby numerically solving the nonlinear
primitiveequationsof momentum,energyandcontinuity. The
global atmospherewas dividedinto a seriesof elementsin
geographiclatitude,longitudeandpressure.Eachgrid point
rotates with the Earth to define a noninertial frame of reference

in a sphericalpolar coordinatesystem. The latituderesolution
is 2ø, longituderesolution18ø, and eachlongitudeslice swept
through all local times with a 1-min time step. In the vertical
the atmosphere is divided into 15 levels in logarithm of
pressurefrom a lower boundaryof 1 Pa at 80 km altitude.
The solution of a time-dependentmean mass equation was
incorporatedinto the model by Fuller-Rowell and Rees [1983].
This formalism assumed the upper atmosphere could be
approximatedby two species, atomic oxygen and the sum of
molecular nitrogen and oxygen. More recently, the major
speciescomposition was improved to include solution of the

threemajor species(O, 0 2, and N2), includingchemistry,
transportand the mutual diffusion betweenthe species.
The time dependent variables of southward and eastward

wind,totalenergydensity,andconcentrations
of O, 02 andN2

are evaluatedat each grid point by an explicit time-stepping
numericaltechnique. After each iteration, the vertical wind is
Themodeldetermines
theO+ ion densityby numericallyderived, together with temperature,density, and heights of
solving the time-dependent ion continuity and momentum pressuresurfaces. The parameterscan be interpolated to fixed
equations. The production rate includes production by
heights for comparisonwith experimentaldata.
photoionization, photoelectron impact ionization, particle
Fuller-Rowell et al. [1987] coupled the neutral
precipitationand nocturnal photoionization. The loss occurs thermosphere with the Sheffield University high-latitude and
by chargeexchange
withN2 and02. It is withinthemomentum midlatitude ionospheric convection model [Quegan et al.,
equationsthat the effects of gravity, pressure,the arebipolar
1982]. Traditionally, ionospheric models are evaluated in a
electric field, and neutral wind are included in the model. To
Lagrangian system, where the evolution of ion density and
solve the final parabolic, partial differential equation, the
temperature of plasma parcels are computed along their
finite differencing schemeof Crank and Nicholson [1947] is
convection paths. In the coupled model the ionospheric
usedto producea set of linear algebraic equations, which are Lagrangian frame has been modified to be more compatible
then solved using standard techniques for inverting a
with the Eulerian frame by implementing a semi-Lagrangian
tridiagonal matrix. By applying this techniquealong a given
technique[Fuller-Rowell et al., 1988]. Adoption of a rotating
magnetic
fieldline,theO+ density
is determined
alongthat frame of referencefor the ionosphereeliminates the need for a
field line as a function of time. Solving such an equation "corotation potential."
naturally requiresthat both initial and boundaryconditions be
Transportunder the influence of the magnetosphericelectric
specified.For theinitialcondition
wecanspecifyanyO+ field is explicitly treated,assumingE x B drifts and collisions
profile along the field line that is desired. Normally, a generic withtheneutral
particles.
Theatomic
ionsH+ andO+ andion
profile appropriate for the initial time of the particular temperatureare evaluated over the height range from 100 to
simulation is used. For the lower boundary condition at the
10,000 km, including horizontal transport, vertical diffusion,
foot of the field line (100 km), a local approximation is used and the ion-ion and ion-neutral chemical processes. Below
ion particle precipitation [Decker et al., 1994].

to provide
theO+ density.At theupperboundary,
usually 400 km, additional contributions from the molecular ion
above1000kin,eitheranO+ density
orfluxis specified.
For species
N2+,02+andNO+,andtheatomic
ionN+areincluded.
low-latitude calculations, where the density is solved along the
entire field line from one hemisphereto the other, the "upper"

The magnetospheric input to the model is based on the
statistical models of auroral precipitation and electric field
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describedby Fuller-Rowell amt Evans [1987] and Foster et al.
[1986], respectively. Both inputs are keyed to a hemispheric
power index (PI), basedon the TIROS/NOAA auroral particle
measurements,
and are mutually consistentin this respect. The
PI index runs from 1 to 10 to cover very quiet to storm levels

of geomagnetic
activity;
therelationship
between
PI andKpis

given by Foster et al. [1986]. Equatorwardof the auroraloval,
a soft midlatitude background electron precipitation has been
added to the TIROS/NOAA

auroral

model

at all latitudes

and

local times. The spectrumof this additional particle sourceis
-2
assumedto be Maxwellian with an energy flux of 0.05 mW m
and a mean energy of 50 eV. The magnitudeof the electric
fields are increasedby 30% above the original model values
due to statistical smoothing.
The (2,2) and (2,4) tidal modes are imposed at 97 km
altitude [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1991] with 300 m amplitude and
a phase of 12 hours. The tides are imposed by adjusting the
height of pressure level 4, near 97 km.
Winds and
temperaturesrespond through the physical processesincluded
in the model and their influence propagatesto higher altitudes.
The EUV flux is calculatedfrom the Hinteregger et al. [ 1981]
referencespectrafor high and low solar activity basedon the
Atmospheric Explorer (AE) measurements. The Schunk and
ß

Nagy[1978]O-O
+ collision
frequency
hasbeenscaled
bythe
Burnside factor of 1.7 [Salah, 1993].

To simulatethe periodsof interestfor the presentstudy, the

dayof yeardefinesthe solardeclinationangle,andthe Fi0.7
cm index the solar EUV flux; both of these parametersare set
in common with the other models; see section 3.

The level of

geomagnetic activity is the TIROS/NOAA power level 5,
which definesa quiet to averagelevel of magnetospheric
input.
The auroralpowerinput to each hemisphereis 12 GW and the
cross-polar-cap potential is 47 kV, conditions roughly

equivalent
toa Kpof2. Themodel
wasrunforseveral
daysat

the prescribedlevels of solar and geomagnetic activity until
the resultswere diurnally reproducible.
As with the NCAR model, the neutral atmosphere is
computedself-consistentlywith the ion density,so there is no
opportunity to adjust the neutral wind or composition to
"tune" the model. It is only possible to adjust the primary
drivers of the thermosphere-ionospheresystem.
2.6.

Observations

The observations used for comparisons are all from
Millstone Hill, Massachusetts; its location is 42.6øN latitude

Table 2. Solar Cycle and SeasonalStudy Periods

Day

Year FI0.7
a KpSum Prior
KpSum
b

June19
December
June 25

19

December
11

1990

176

12+

11

1990
1986

198.5
69.7

46-

13
12

15+

13

1986

70.4

a Monthlymeanvalue.
b Daily averagefor the prior 3 days.

indicate that tbr all four periods the preceding days were also
quiet and hence that the ionosphere was in a relatively
quiescentstate. This was a key factor in selecting these
particular periods.
2.6.1.

Millstone

Hill

incoherent

scatter

radar

(MHO) data. NmF
2 and hmF
2 for June23-25, 1986, and
December 10-12, 1986, were obtained from incoherent scatter

electron density profiles measuredwith the 68 m zenithpointing antenna. Profiles of backscatteredpower versus
height were obtained using a 0.32 ms pulse to give 48 km

altituderesolution.Theseprofileswerecalibrated
usingfoF2
measurements from the local ionosonde, and temperature

corrected
usingthe Te / Ti ratio obtainedfrom longerpulse
(0.64 ms)data. The shorter pulses provide better altitude
resolution, while the longer pulses are requiredfor better
spectral information needed to determine the temperatures.
More details are providedby Buonsanto [1989].

TheNmF2 andhmF2 derivedfromtheMillstoneHill ISR data
are shown in Figures 3
with diurnal variations
1990; Bilitza et al.,
averaged conditions.

and 4 and are reasonably consistent
given by the IRI-90 model [Bilitza,
1993], which represents monthly
Mendillo et al. [1975] calculated

standard
deviationsfor eachof 62 monthsof NmF
2 dataat
WallopsIsland.Theaverage
valueoi• thesestandard
deviations
variedfrom about22% duringthe day to 28% at night. Hagan

et al. [1992]compared
NmF2at WallopsIslandforquietdaysin
January 1985, 1986, and 1987, and found daytime values of

NmF
2thatvaried
from
approximately
0.4
x 1012
m-3onone
12
-3
day in 1987 to approximately 0.65 x 10

m on one day in

1985. Lessinterannual
variabilitywasfoundfor hmF
2. The
MHO NmF2 andhmF
2 datapresented
herearewithintherangeof
these Wallops Island solar minimum results.

2.6.2.

Millstone

Hill

Digisonde data. Duringthe

solar maximum summerand winter periods listed in Table 2
and 288.5øE longitude. This station was selected for the
(June and December 1990), a chain of Digisondes was
following reason.
Observations of the middle latitude operating. These Digisondes [Reinisch, 1996] developedby
ionosphereare available from a latitude chain of Digisondes the University of Massachusetts-Lowell, were automatedsuch
lying along the longitude of the east coast of North America. that its operation,data collection, and electron density profile
The Digisondeobservationsduring solar maximumconditions analysis [Huang atut Reinisch, 1996] would be carried out
were examined, and it was found that the observations from
unattended.. Doppler interferometerywas appliedto determine
Millstone Hill were representativeof the whole midlatitude echo arrival directions[Reinischet al., 1997]. This capability
ionospherefor the periods usedin this study. Hencethe data is particularly necessary in the selection of the vertical
and model comparisons presentedhere are specifically /'or ionogram traces. For the applicationsof this study, this latter
Millstone Hill, but the comparisonis applicable to the entire featurewascrucialbecauseboth the critical frequencyof the F
midlatitudedomain at this longitude.
layer and its true heightwere required.
Observations from five Digisondes (Bermuda 32.2øN,
Four periods were selectedfor model data comparisons:
winter and summerduring solar cycle minimum and maximum.
Wallops Island 37.9øN, Millstone Hill 42.6øN, Argenta
These representextremesin both seasonal and solar cycle 47.3 ø, and Goose Bay 53.2 ø) were obtained from the VIM
conditions. Table 2 lists the solar and geophysicalconditions database [Reinisch et al., 1994]. These data had all been
during
thefourperiods.
Foreachperiod
theaverage
dailyKp manually inspected to ensure that the automated Digisonde
sumis given for the preceding3 days. Theseaveragevalues analysis had been successful and to add data quality
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information. This additionalanalysis had been carriedout by well this NmF2 diurnal variation is representativeof
Bodo Reinisch'sgroupin the Center/'or AtmosphericResearch ionosphericsolar maximum, winter, low geomagneticactivity
at Lowell.
As stated earlier, these observations from five
conditionsat Millstone Hill? In part, this has been answered
stations were usedto verify that the MHO observations were in section 2.6, where "similar days" show about a 20%
standard deviation.
This is not the same for the ISR and
indeed representative of the midlatitude region at this
longitude. Figures 1 and 2 show the Millstone Hill Digisonde DigisondehmF
2 values. The DigisondehmF2 are computed
observations.
from path delays throughthe ionosphere to the peak [Chen et
al., 1994]. The variability from hour to hour in the observed

3. Comparisons of Models and Observations
Comparison
of theobserved
NmF
2 andhmF
2 with the five
physicalmodels are shown in the following figures. Someof
the differencesthat will be seen are intrinsic to the specific
modelor associatedwith input functionsthat are basedupon
climatology trends from limited observations.
Where
appropriate, commentsto this effect are provided. In each
figure the thick gray lines represent the Millstone Hill

hmF2is in facta reasonable
indication
of theuncertainty
in the
analysis. A probable uncertainty of + 10 km is consistent

with thescatterfor the Digisonde
hmF2.
3.1.1. TIGCM.

The dashedcurves in Figure 1 represent

theTIGCM calculated
NmF2 andhmF
2. The modeldensitiesare
larger than those observedat all times, except between0000
and 0500

LT.

Maximum

differences

are of the order of 50%.

Biggerdiscrepancies
arefoundin thecomparison
of hmF
2. The

model predictsa nearly fiat diurnal variation, with the height
varying from about 290 to 315 km. The observations, on the
observations.
The other lines indicate the various model
other hand, indicate the height changesby over 100 km, from
results.The modelresultswereobtainedfor the particularday
250 to over 350 km. The calculatedlayer is too high during
of the observations using the solar and geomagnetic
the daytime and too low at night. An increase in the daytime
conditions listed in Table 2, or as specified earlier for
neutral wind could improve the agreement. However, this is
equivalent conditions.
not a free parameterin the TIGCM, which self-consistently
calculatesboth winds and composition.
3.1.
Solar
Maximum:
Winter
3.1.2.
TDIM.
The lines with circles in Figure 1
The thick gray line in Figure l a shows the Millstone Hill
represent
theTDIM calculated
NmF2 andhmF
2. NmF2is in very
Digisonde
observations
of NmF
2 for December
19, 1990, in a good agreement with the observations during the day, with
logarithm
to thebase10format.Theobserved
valuesof hmF
2 values about 20% below those measured. At night the model

areshown
in Figurelb, alsoasa thickgrayline. BothhmF
2 NmF2 valuesareabout40% too low. Duringthe daythe hmF2
andNmF2 observations
are 1 hourvalues. The uncertainty
in
NmF2 derivedfroma measure
of theF layercriticalfrequency
is

the night the modeled hmF2 occasionally exceedsthe

negligibly small in the context of the spreadin model values
shownin Figure l a. Of more relevanceis the questionof how

observations by up to 50 km. Note that the three uncoupled
ionospheric models (TDIM, FLIP, and GTIM) use the same

agreementwith observations (Figure lb) is good, but during
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A comparison
of the observed
NmF
2 diurnal Figure lb.

variation at Millstone Hill (thick shaded line) with five
physical ionospheric models for solar maximum, winter
conditions.The modelresultsarefor theTIGCM (dashedline),
TDIM (line with circles),FLIP (dottedline), GTIM (solid line),
and CTIM (line with squares).

3

A comparison
of the observed
hmF
2 diurnal

variation at Millstone Hill (thick shaded line) with five
physical ionospheric models for solar maximum, winter
conditions.The modelresultsare for theTIGCM (dashedline),
TDIM (line with circles),FLIP (dottedline), GTIM (solid line),
andCTIM (line with squares).
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A comparisonof the observedhmF
2 diurnal

variation at Millstone Hill with five physical ionospheric

variation at Millstone Hill with five physical ionospheric

models for solar maximum, summer conditions.

models for solar maximum, summer conditions.

neutral wind model (HWM90)in

maximum at 0300 LT. None of the modelsachievea nighttime

their calculations, and the

three uncoupled
modelspredicthmF2 valuesthat agree to

NmF2morphology
thatlookslike thatobserved.
In fact,the

within + 5 km. This indicates that the discrepanciesbetween

five modelshave relatively diversenighttimemorphologies.

thehmF2valuescalculated
by thesemodelsandthosemeasured
are due to the adoptedHWM90 model.
3.1.3.

FLIP.

The

dotted

line

shows

the FLIP

model

results.TheFLIP modelNmF2 valuesareabout20% lessthan

3.2.

Solar

Maximum:

Summer

Digisondeobservationsfor June 19, 1990, are shown in

the observed densities during the day and about 50% less
Figure2 by the thick gray lines. The five modelsrunsfor this
during the night. The agreement between the model and data day are for the conditions listed in Table 2. The calculated
would be improvedduringthe day if the modelwere constrained valuesof NmF
2 andhmF
2 arealsoshownin Figure2 andare
to followhmF2 withthe algorithmof Richards
[1991]instead describedbelow. In addition, a comparison of Figures l a and
of using the HWM90 winds. On the other hand, the model
2a, in terms of the seasonalanomaly, is given.
3.2.1.
TIGCM.
The model predictions are shown in
NmF2 wouldthenbe muchtoolow at nightbecause
theHWM90

windsyieldhmF
2values
thataremorethan50 km higherthan . Figure2 bythedashed
curves.Theobserved
N,nF2 showslittle
theobserved
hmF2 at timesduringthe night. The higherlayer diurnal variation, while the model predicts a much larger
helpsto preservethe ionosphericdensity. The hmF2 from variation. The TIGCM peak electron densities are too large
uncoupledionosphericmodels,which use the standardHWM90
winds, indicate that the nighttime equatorwardHWM90 winds
may be too large on this occasion.
3.1.4.
GTIM.
The solid lines in Figure 1 represent

duringthe day and too small at night. The largest discrepancy
occursfrom midnight to dawn, during which time the model
predictionsare nearlyan orderof magnitudetoo small. During
the day, the model densitiesare, at most, about doublethose

of hmF2 showsthatthe modellayer
GTIM calculated
NmF2 andh,nF2. Throughout
the daytimeand observed.The comparison
to aboutmidnight,
the comparison
with the observed
N,nF2 is height is typically higherthan that observed. The differences
verygood. Frommidnightto dawn,the modeled
NmF2 decays are a maximum of 75 km duringthe day and 50 km at night. An
to lower values than observed in much the same way as the

increasein the daytime poleward winds would improve both

TDIM. The comparisonbetweenGTIM and observedhmF2

NmF2 andhmF2in themodel.

values is also in excellent agreement throughout most of the
daytime hours. However, between 1800 and 0800 LT, the

observations and the model illustrate the seasonal anomaly:

calculated
hmF2valuesexceedthemeasurements
by about25 to

daytimeNmF2 areobserved
to be largerin winterthan in

50 km. This again indicates that the HWM90 winds at night
need to be improved, which requiresa more extensive neutral

LT. The observations
indicatea winter/summer
NmF2 ratio of

wind database.

3.1.5.

CTIM. TheCTIM NmF2 andh,nF
2 areplottedas

lines with squares. Both parametersfollow the observations
very well. CTIM is the only model that achieves a slight

The comparison of the summer/winterdensities for the

summer.Here we comparethe modeland measurement
at 1200
2.91 and the modelpredictsa ratio of about3.0.
3.2.2.
TDIM.
The model predictions are shown in

Figure2 by the lines with circles. Duringthe day,the NmF2

night-earlymorningNmF2increase,whichoccursat 0500 LT,

values are about 25% larger than observed, while in the
night/predawnsector, the modeleddensitiesare only slightly

in comparison to the observations that show a slight

higher.Themodeled
hmF
2areat higheraltitudes
duringtheday
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are larger than observed during the day indicates that the
differencesare likely to be due to the adoptedneutralwind. The
observedseasonalanomaly is 2.91 at 1200 LT and the ratio in

of the larger lossratesat the lower altitudes.

the

squares)being only 20% lower than observed. During the
night (2000 to 0400 LT), the CTIM F layer is about30 km too

TDIM

is

1.61.

This

difference

is

due to

the

model

predicting larger summerdensitiesthan observed.

3.2.3.

3.2.5.
CTIM. The daytimecomparisons
of NmF2 and
hmF
2 are very good, with the CTIM densities(lines with

FLIP. The FLIP model(dottedline) NmF2 values low andthis is reflectedin the lowerNmF2 values. However,

are in goodagreementwith the data both during the day and at
night. The HWM90 winds also yield good agreementbetween

the FLIP modelandthe measured
hmF2 for this day, with the
modelhmF
2 beingabout25 km higher. Bringingthe model
hmF2intobetteragreement
withthe measurement
by adjusting
the wind would produce even closer agreement for the
densities. Richards et al. [1994a] also found good agreement
betweenthe FLIP model and Digisondedata for summer1990 at

overall

the CTIM

solar maximum

results

are in

reasonable

agreementwith the observations.
3.3.

Solar

MHO

Minimum:

Winter

ISR observations

for December 10-12,

1986,

are

shown in Figure 3 by the thick gray curves. The observed

NmF2 for 2 daysis shownin Figure3a. Both daysshowa

minimum at midnight and then an increasing density toward
dawn. This feature,a nighttimeincreasein density by a factor
vibrationallyexcitedN2 is expectedto be most important of 3 or more on a corotatingplasma flux tube, usually implies
[Richards and Tort, 1986; Ennis et al., 1995]. Therefore such a significant plasma source. The predictions from the five
good agreementbetweenthe model and measurementwithout models are also shown in identical format to that in Figures 1
Millstone

Hill.

Summer

solar

maximum

is the

time

when

vibrationally excited N2 suggeststhat the aeronomy of
vibrationallyexcitedN2 may not yet be fully understood.On
the otherhand,if vibrationallyexcitedN2 wereincluded,it

and 2.

3.3.1.
TIGCM.
The TIGCM predictions are shown in
Figure 3 by the dashedcurves. The agreement between the

would act to further improve the agreementbetween the model
and measurementsduring the day.
3.2.4.
GTIM.
The model results are depicted by the
solid line in Figure 2. Throughoutthe entire 24-hour period,

modeled
andobserved
NmF2 andhmF2 is goodto very good.

NmF2 andhmF
2 areverysimilar,asexpected
sincethesetwo

(lineswithcircles)andobserved
NmF2andhmF2 valuesis very

The major discrepancies occur at night; the modeled peak
densities are too large from about 0000 to 0400 LT, and the
layer height is too low by about 25 km. Adjustmentsto the
calculated
NmF
2 valuesexceed
observed
valuesby about20%. neutral wind cannot simultaneously resolve these two
During the daytime, calculatedhmF2 values exceed discrepancies.
3.3.2.
TDIM.
The agreement between the modeled
observationsby 20 km. The GTIM and TDIM resultsfor both

good. The only discrepancyis in the predawndensities,which
are too small in the TDIM. Such a decay of the nighttime F
layer was not experiencedto the same extent in earlier TDIM
theTDIM comparison,
GTIM calculated
hmF
2 valuesaregreater studieswhen simplemeridionalwinds were usedin place of the
models have the most similar F region representation of all
five models. Apparently, neutral winds can accountfor the
discrepancybetweenGTIM and observedvalues,because,as in
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Figure 3a. A comparison
of the observed
NmF
2 diurnal Figure 3b. A comparisonof the observedhmF2 diurnal
variation at Millstone Hill with five physical ionospheric

variation at Millstone Hill with five physical ionospheric

models for solar minimum, winter conditions.

models for solar minimum, winter conditions.
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HWM90 windsbut was also present at solar maximum, winter
with the HWM90 winds (Figure l a.) However, this again
points to the need for a resolution of the nighttime
maintenance of the F layer, that is, what is the role of
nighttime winds, topside plasma fluxes and in situ plasma
sources.9The discrepancyshownin the density can be reduced
by a suitablechoiceof the topsideflux or an adjustmentto the

e.0
June

1986

5.5

wind [Sica et al., 1990]. However, the observed factor of 3

enhancement
in NmF
2 from0000 LT to 0600 LT wouldbe

•

difficultto mimic withjust a topsideflux adjustment.

•

3.3.3.

FLIP.

For

the

solar

minimum,

winter

comparison,thereis generallygoodagreement
betweenthe

•-5.0

•

FLIP model NmF2 (dotted line) and the data, except between

midnightandsunrisewhenthe measured
NmF2 increases
by a
factorof 3. At these times the FLIP NmF2 valuesmerely
stabilizesas a resultof a downward
plasmaspheric
flux. The
large increasein measured
NmF2 at night indicatesthat a
substantial nocturnal ionization source is present and the
plasmaspheric flux in the FLIP model is not adequateeven
thoughit is being suppliedby a nearly full flux tube. There is
generally good agreement between the modeled and measured

,,.5

NmF2 andhmF2 valuesin Figure3. The agreement
in both
NmF2 andhmF2throughout
the daytimeandpremidnight
hours

Data

- - -

TIGCM

-o-

TDIM

....

FLIP

GTIM

•

CTrM

4.0
0

3

6

hmF2 for this day, indicatingthat the HWM90 winds are
appropriatefor most of the daytime and early evening, but the
predawn enhancementissueneedsto be studiedfurther.
3.3.4. GTIM. The solid line depictsthe calculatedGTIM
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Figure 4a, A comparison
of the observed
NmF
2 diurnal
variation at Millstone Hill with five physical ionospheric
models for solar minimum, summer conditions.

,,so

is very good and is again very similar to that for the TDIM.

June

1986

Thegreatest
discrepancy
between
calculated
andobserved
NmF2
occurs between 0100 and 0600 LT, as was the case for the other

twouncoupled
models.
3.3.5. CTIM.

400

The line with squaresrepresentsthe CTIM

NmF2 andhmF2 in Figure3. Duringboth day andnight, the
model follows the observations and very good agreement is
found. As with the TIGCM, this model is able to generate an

as0

increasein the predawnNmF2 values that follows the
observations.

However, between 0800

and 1600 LT, the

daytimeNmF2 morphologyis somewhatdifferentfrom both
the othermodelsandthe observations.CTIM has an NmF2
maximum that occurs at 0830 LT and then continually

..

250

decreases
throughout
the day,while the observed
NmF2 values
peak between 1100 and 1400 LT. The other models also show

differingdaytimemorphologies
of NmF2, with GTIM, TDIM,
andFLIP exhibitingNmF2peaksat about1400LT.

200

- - -

TIGCM

-O-

TDIM

....

FLIP

GTIM
Poss,ble

3.4.

Solar

Minimum:

hm! t

Summer
150

ISR observationsfrom Millstone Hill for June 23-25,
1986, areshownin Figure4 by the thick gray curves. The

hmF
2 observations
shownin Figure4b havea very large
variability duringthe daytime;for example,from 0800 to

LocalTime (hr)

Figure 4b. A comparison
of the observed
hmF
2 diurnal
variationat Millstone Hill with five physicalionospheric

0900 LT it increases
by about100km andthenit returnsto its models for solar minimum, summer conditions.
lower value by 1100 LT. During solar minimum, summer

conditions,
a well-knownG conditionexistsin the dayside

midlatitude
ionosphere
in whichthe hmF
] layerelectron

density
canbeequal
toorslightly
greater
thanthatofthehmF
2 layerresults,
whichpertain
to NmF
2 andhmF
2. Hence
theISR
layer[Buonsanto,
1990].Hence
thedaytime
hmF
2 datashown observedaltitudesgreaterthan 200 km shouldbe consideredas
in Figure
4b is probably
a mixture
of hmF
• andhmF
2. In hmF2,whilethosebelow200km areprobably
h,,,F•.Sincethe
general, altitudeslower than 200 km are h,,,F• and are ISR only measuresthe electron density, and not the
associated
with a molecularion peak, while thoseabove200 composition,
it is not possibleto unambiguously
separate
kmareassociated
withtheO+peak
(hmF2).
From
thisspecificthesetwolayersunderG conditions.Thepredictionsfromthe
ISR datasetit is not alwayspossibleto distinguish
between five modelsarealsoshownin Figure4 in identicalformatto

thesetwolayers.Forthisstudy,all themodels
displayO+

thatin the threeearlierfigures.
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3.4.1.
TIGCM.
The model predictions are shown in
Figure4 by the dashedcurves. As with the winter comparison,
the agreement between model and observations generally
rangesfrom good to very good. The major discrepanciesoccur
for the model densities from 1800-0200

LT, when the model

valuesare too low. However, the predictednighttime heights
are fairly good, with a maximum difference of about 25 km
from 0000 to 0300 LT. The observedseasonalanomalyduring
solar cycle minimum is 1.90 and the TIGCM predicts1.6.
3.4.2.
TDIM.
The model daytime densities (line with
circles) are about 50% higher than those observed, and the
model Flayer heights are also higher by about 50 km. The
solar minimum seasonalanomaly is 1.90 in the observations
and 1.30 in the simulations. As with solar maximum, the
difference

can be attributed

to the modeled

summer densities
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TDIM and GTIM densities in the presunrise hours are
particularly low and the temporal variation is tlllfel tilt
the observations.

From earlier TDIM

studies [Sica et al.,

1990], this problem was resolved by adjusting either the
neutral wind and/or the topside flux within "reasonable"
ranges. However, the specific values are ill determined by
observation.
In prior studies, the TDIM nighttime
maintenancewas achieved by strongernighttime neutral winds
than the HMW90 model provides. Hence, in this study, where
the HMW90 is usedwithout modification, adjustmentsin the
topside plasma flux are needed. The effect of such a topside
plasmaflux can be seen by comparing the FLIP model results
in Figure 3 with the TDIM and GTIM results. The FLIP results
are also

based

on

HWM90

winds

but

include

a downward

plasmasphericflux for the caseof a full flux tube. The effect of

being too high as a result of hmF2 being too high. An

sucha downward
plasmaflux is to maintainNmF2 at a nearly

increasedpoleward wind would rectify this problem.

constant level during the early morning hours. On the other
hand, the measurementsand coupledionosphere-thermosphere

3.4.3.

FLIP.

In summer at solar minimum, the FLIP

modelNmF2 (dottedline) is in excellentagreement
with the

models (CTIM and TIGCM) indicate that NmF2 actually

data during the day, but it is too large between midnight and
sunrise. In our experience, it is unusualfor the FLIP model
density to be too high at night. This could be partially

increasesin the early morning (Figure 3). Hence for these
geophysical conditions (solar minimum, winter) and local
times (0000-0600 LT) the coupled ionosphere-thermosphere
modelsare superiorto the uncoupledmodels (TDIM, GTIM and
FLIP). Unfortunately, this is not generally true, and at other
times and/or geophysical conditions the coupled models are
interior to the uncoupledmodels.
A significant cause of the difference between the selfconsistent thermosphere and ionosphere models (CTIM and
TIGCM) and the stand-alone ionospheric models (GTIM,
TDIM, and FLIP) is the dependenceon neutral composition.
Wells et al. [1997], in particular, showedthat the CTIM tends

explainedby the modelhmF2 beingabout25 km higherthan
themeasured
hmF2 at night.ThemodelhmF2 alsoappears
to be
too high during the day, but there is a lot of scatterin the radar
data.

3.4.4.
GTIM.
During solar minimum, summer
conditions, good agreementbetween GTIM (solid curve) and

observed
NmF2 valuesoccursfrom0800 to 2100 LT, but the
nighttime GTIM values exceedthe measurementsby a factor of
2 to 4. The apparent reason for the discrepancycan be traced
to the neutral wind,

which exhibits

an increase in

the

to underestimate
the O/N2 ratio in the summerhemisphere
equatorward
component
beforesunset.ThisraiseshmF
2 values compared
withMSIS. Thecause
of thelowsummer
CTIM NmF
2
significantly, from 250 to 300 km by 2100 LT, thereby

causinga muchslowerdecayof NmF
2 at nightbecause
of the
slower loss rate at the higher altitudes.
3.4.5. CTIM. The CTIM (curvewith squares)daytimeF
layer is low in density(abouta factorof 2) and high in altitude
(about 25 km). This particular combination of differencesis
not consistentwith a problem in the neutral wind, not that the
wind is an adjustableparameterin this model. In comparison

valuesin Figures2a and 4a is probablyrelatedto this problem.
In the winter hemisphere, the CTIM composition is closer to

MSIS, andthe resultingNmF2 valuesarein closeragreement
with the data. Similarly,the disagreement
in NmF2 between
TIGCM (TIEGCM) andthe datamay be dueto discrepanciesin
the neutral densities, particularly the molecular densities
[Buonsanto et al., 1997; Fesen et al., 1997]. Fesen et al.

[1997] presentedcomparisons
of the O/(N2 + 02) ratio
withthe othermodels,this low dayside
NmF
2 is anomalous. predictedby TIEGCM and MSIS for January near solar cycle
All fivemodels
haveverysimilardaytime
hmF
2values,
andthe minimum; the ratio rangedfrom 15 to 40 in the TIEGCM but
other four have NmF2 in agreementwith observationsor was typically less than 10 in MSIS. The difference was dueto
Therefore,viewing the wind as the sourceof the error may not
be the proper interpretation of the difference shown in the

the larger molecular densities in MSIS, which exceededthose
The differences were
especially pronounced at night. Changing the molecular
densities would also affect the TIGCM (TIEGCM)

observed
andmodeled
hmF2andNmF2. Thisissueis referred
to

representation
of hmF2, sincethe altitudewherechemicalloss

again in the discussionsection.

balances diffuse transport would be altered, as discussedby

4. Discussion

Fesen et al. [1997].
It is a puzzle why three of the models (TDIM, FLIP, and

slightly higher. Hence a stronger dayside wind would lower

hmF2, but it wouldalso decrease
the NmF
2 valuesfurther. in TIEGCM by factors of 2 to 4.

In reviewing the preceding F region model-model and
model-observationcomparisons,the concernthat one may be
mixing oranges and apples is not substantiated. All the
models exhibit diurnal morphologiesconsistentwith observed
seasonaland solarcycle trends. Each model, at some period of
time and/orgeophysicalcondition, has a deficiency,but it is
not sharedby the other models. Hence the identification of a
common shortcoming in the physics, the inputs, or the
boundaryconditions is not possible. One is left with rather
unspecifiedareasof concern. For example, in Figure 3, the

GTIM) use the HMW90, but they do not experience the same
problems. In fact, in the FLIP model the topside flux is not a
free parameter; it is computed self-consistently and, in
general, the nightside F layer is maintained in a manner
similar

to that observed.

At midlatitudes during quiet conditions, the F layer
dynamicsand field-aligned transport is most dependentupon
the neutral wind. Overall, the neutral wind is the primary
sourceof the problem for the ionospheric models, but it is a
self-consistent part of the coupled ionosphere-thermosphere
models.

A need exists to extend the observational

databases

of
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the neutral wind models and to undertakecareful investigation
of the self-consistent winds generatedin the coupled models,
especially at other longitudes.
The fact that the results do not show the models having
common deficiencies makes it particularly difficult to produce
a profound conclusion. One is left arguing that each model
uses dissimilar numerical techniques,spatial resolutions, even
boundary conditions, which could account for the dissimilar

quantitativepredictionscannotbe obtainedfrom a "standard"
model run, regardlessof the model used. Data ingestion
techniques
will be requiredto obtainmorereliableionospheric

behavior. Indeed, the models do not even share a common set

into the models in order to determine what the improvement is

of adjustableparameters. As already pointed out, for common

and which of the models performs the best under these

predictions.
In the future,it would be usefulto extend the comparisonof
the five modelsto the equatorialand high-latitudedomainsand

to geomagnetically
active conditions. It wouldalso be useful
to comparethe five modelswhenselecteddatasetsare ingested

processes
(i.e., O-O+ diffusion
or O photochemistry),
these circumstances.Specifically,incoherentscatterradarandother
have been made the same in each model.

data setsare available that can help constrainthe models. For

Each of the models produced significantly more information
than displayedin FigUres 1 through 4. Several iterations and
double checks on inputs and boundary conditions were made.
In fact, a long list of other parametersthat could be checked
have been discussedin the PRIMO workshops. As a group, the
decisionto bring closureto the first PRIMO objective, that of

example,insteadof usingthe HWM-93 empiricalwindmodel
to drive the uncoupledionospheric models,one can use the

resolvingthe factorof 2 deficiencyin modelednoonNmF2 at

O+ fluxes,andelectricfields.

solar maximum, has been achieved. This was done by a set of
adjustmentsto the diffusion coefficient, the photoionization
chemistry, secondary electron production, and other model
specific adjustments. Furthermore,the presentationof model
results in Figures I through 4 represents a rather unique
intercalibration of physical ionospheric models; one might

evenargueit is an expos6 of how well (or poorly) the models
perform.
5.

Conclusion

observed winds.

The observed winds can also be used to

validate the winds calculated by the coupled ionosphere-

thermospheremodels. In addition, one can comparethe
observed and modeled ion and electron temperatures,vertical
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